
Thank you for choosing the Smooth C’s for your occasion! Your safety, comfort and enjoyment are 

important to us. Please take a few minutes to review this important information. We're looking forward 

to welcoming you aboard!  
 

Boarding: Please wait under the white tent at the marina entrance until your boarding time; a uniformed crew member will 

meet you there 15 minutes prior to your scheduled departure. Early boarding may be arranged for an additional fee.  

 

Directions to the Marina: We depart from the Harborage Marina, 1110 3rd Street South, St Petersburg, FL 33701. 

Complimentary guest parking is offered in the lot across the street from the marina. Parking in the tenant lot is prohibited.  

 

Drugs: ZERO TOLERANCE Under NO circumstances are illegal substances permitted on board. Any passenger bringing 

illegal substances on board will be held responsible for all damages that may be caused by such action, including but not 

limited to: entire cost of vessel due to confiscation by authorities, loss of income due to vessel down time, liability for 

injuries, legal fees incurred by all parties, etc. Our captains are bound by USCG rules to immediately report all possession 

of illegal substances to authorities, who will meet us at the dock or board us on the water to take further action. 

 

First Aid: There is a First Aid kit on board, however, we are not able to dispense medications such as Tylenol, 

Dramamine, etc. 

 

Fishing: We do not offer fishing aboard the Smooth C's, however, we'd be happy to arrange a fishing charter aboard a 60' 

Hatteras fishing yacht for a maximum of 6 guests.  

 

Food: If bringing your own food, please bring everything ready-to-serve as cooking/warming is not available on the yacht. 

Sterno fuel cans are NOT permitted.  If using a caterer other than ExecChef, Mazzaros, or Publix, please let us know so 

that we can coordinate delivery with them. Bottled water and ice will be provided at no charge, as well as plates, cups and 

plastic cutlery. 

 

Alcohol Policy: You may bring alcoholic beverages aboard, including red wine and punch drinks. Glass is prohibited 

except for wine or liquor bottles. Any passenger consuming alcohol must be at least 21, and passengers assume legal 

consequences due to drinking of alcohol. All guests should have proper ID in the event the Captain requests to verify your 

age.  

 

Intoxication: Should a guest become intoxicated, or show up intoxicated, the captain reserves the right to deny service or 

return the offending individual/group to the dock. No rescheduling will be available and no refunds will be issued for 

charters shortened or cancelled due to intoxicated guests. It’s nice to enjoy a few drinks while out for your cruise, but 

intoxicated individuals create unsafe and uncomfortable conditions for all. We want everyone to have a fun, enjoyable, 

and memorable cruise. 

 

Inappropriate Behavior: Should passenger actions or behavior make the crew feel that safety is compromised, other 

guests are made to feel uncomfortable, or that they are unable to focus on cruising the boat and maintaining safe 

conditions, the captain reserves the right to deny service and/or return the offending individual/group to the dock. No 

refunds will be issued. 

 

Life Jackets: As a USCG certificated vessel, we have enough life jackets on board for all passengers and crew. If you’re 

cruising with children and are more comfortable bringing their own life jackets, please do so. The Captain will do a short 

safety briefing prior to your cruise. 

 

Marina Etiquette: As we are all guests of the marina, we ask for your cooperation in keeping noise to a minimum while 

inside the marina. Guests are not permitted to use the marina pool or other facilities.  

 

Music: There is a Bluetooth enabled system on board with six (6) exterior speakers and one (1) interior speaker.   

 

Personal Belongings: We are not responsible for your personal belongings. Please consider leaving valuable items at 

home.  

 

Seasickness: Waves and strong wind are sometimes a part of cruising. The captain will take into consideration current 

conditions, trends, and forecasts in order to decide if it is safe and reasonable to cruise. If you are prone to or are worried 



about motion sickness or sea sickness, please consult your physician or pharmacist for recommendations. It's usually 

best to take medication before the cruise rather than waiting until you feel ill.   

 

Shoes: Please wear shoes that are soft-soled and have light bottoms (boat shoes, sneakers, etc.) Guests wearing high 

heels or dark-soled shoes will be asked to remove them prior to boarding the vessel. As the deck can get hot during the 

summer months, it's not recommended to go barefoot, so please plan accordingly.  

 

Smoking: Smoking is permitted at the captain's discretion.  

 

Swimming: USCG regulations prohibit swimming or jumping from the vessel.  

 

Toilets: The vessel is equipped with an electric flush toilet. Sanitary products, diapers, paper towels or wet wipes are not 

to be flushed. Disposal bags and a trash can are in the bathroom. If the toilet is found to be damaged after the charter, the 

security deposit will not be refunded.  

 

Weather: Your safety and enjoyment is our top priority! Tampa Bay Yacht Charter (TBYC) will decide if your charter will 

be cancelled or delayed due to current conditions and approaching systems using the current and predictive radar, as well 

as the marine forecast and actual observations for the intended/probable area of charter. We do cruise in some scattered 

showers (feel free to take cover during showers or bring a rain jacket), however, we will not begin a charter during an 

electrical storm or if we believe that such approaching conditions will be unavoidable during a charter by altering course. 

We ask you to think of it like a ballgame: a little rain during a couple innings, or a delay of the game, doesn’t ruin the 

whole game. 

 

If we are delayed by conditions (1 hour maximum before cancelling), we ask you to come aboard and start the party, while 

we watch conditions and radar to see when/if it will clear. This decision will be made by TBYC as early as we are certain, 

and you will be notified immediately if we determine that the charter should be delayed or cancelled. If the weather does 

not clear after that first hour, you will receive a refund minus a $250 dockside fee. 

 

In general, charters are not cancelled in advance of cruise time unless we are certain that we will not charter based on the 

above criteria. While the weather forecast (advance or even hourly) may say there is a high chance of rain, this is very 

broad and may not affect the time of your charter or the area where your captain may cruise, or could only result in a 

delay of your charter. If you do not show and conditions do allow for a cruise, this will be considered a no-show and there 

will be no refunds or rescheduling (sorry, we just don’t want to be left standing on the dock with an empty boat that could 

be out on the water for a good time).  

 

Partial charters are charters which are shortened due to current or expected inclement conditions, or circumstances 

beyond our control. Our goal is for every charter to be a perfect cruise, but sometimes safety and comfort force us to 

shorten a charter. Partial charters are charged a prorated fee UNLESS the charterer decides to continue the event 

dockside for the duration of the cruise. In this instance, there will be no prorated refunds and TBYC will be deemed to 

perform its obligations per the charter contract.  

 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  

 

What else to know: The interior space is enclosed and climate-controlled. There is seating for 12 inside the cabin; the 

galley has a full-size refrigerator/freezer that you may use, or you may bring a cooler. The aft deck has seating for 8 with a 

covered top, the bridge has seating for 3 (plus the Captain), the bow has seating for 12 and can accommodate all 20 

guests.   

 

The vessel is very comfortable and maintained to a high standard. There are rails around the entire perimeter of the boat 

which make it easy and safe to walk around; there are multiple hand-rails both inside and out. That said, there is going to 

be movement and guests are asked to use caution when moving about. 

 

CHARTER SIGNATURE: _____________________________________________________  

PRINT NAME:_____________________________________________________________ 

DATE:___________________________________ 


